GPUs: TeraFLOPS, or TeraFLAWED?
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CONTROLS
Positive Control
To demonstrate MemtestG80’s ability to detect errors,
we used it to measure word error rate on a GeForce
9500GT (default RAM clock = 400MHz) under
memory overclocking, which is known to cause errors.

...but at what cost in error rate?
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MOTIVATION
GPUs offer peak and sustained
FLOPs much higher than CPUs.
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The Modulo-20 test was notably the most sensitive,
while constant patterns (”moving inversions”) never
showed errors.
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We cannot shield against cosmic rays, but we used
machines in controlled environments with knowngood power supplies.
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Illustrated above: word error rate for each memory test at each tested
clock rate. Dashed lines indicate zero errors found at given clock speed.

While GPUs have peak computational and memory throughput
over an order of magnitude faster than CPUs, their origin is in
the error-tolerant field of graphics. In particular, graphics memory
lacks ECC or even parity functionality, leaving it vulnerable to
“soft errors.”

How suitable is the installed consumer base of GPUs
for error-intolerant general-purpose computing?

>1 million FAH-equivalent iterations were run
on a GeForce 8800GTX, and >925,000 on each of
8 Tesla C870 boards. No errors were ever found.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Over the whole dataset, approximately
66% of F@h GPUs exhibited a detectable,
pattern-sensitive rate of memory errors.
The population of cards with failures has a mode
centered around a probability of failing a test
iteration of 0.002% — or ~4 failures/week.

METHODS
MemtestG80
We developed MemtestG80, our custom software to test NVIDIA
CUDA-enabled GPUs for logic and memory errors, available under
the LGPL license at https://simtk.org/home/memtest.
MemtestG80 implements our custom logic test to catch simple
integer arithmetic errors on the GPU, and to test memory includes
ports of several tests from the popular Memtest86 memory tester.
- Constant pattern (ones, zeros, random)
- Walking zeros and ones (8-bit, 32-bit)
- Random blocks (on-GPU parallel PRNG)
- Modulo-20 pattern-sensitivity test
- Novel iterated-LCG logic tests in registers and shared memory
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At right, top row: distributions of failure probabilities

This bimodal distribution cannot be adequately
explained by GPU (shader) overclocking or by
the time of day of test execution (a proxy for
ambient temperature).
GPU architecture strongly affects the results.
At high iteration counts, only 40% of GT200based cards exhibited memory errors, vs >90%
of G80-based cards.
The mode probability of GT200 soft error rate was
almost 10x lower than that of G80: 2.2 x 10-4 %
At right, lower row: breakdowns of failure probabilities
by GPU architecture (blue = GT200, red = G80)

We expect a very low error rate, so to gather
good statistics, we ran MemtestG80 over
>50,000 NVIDIA GPUs on the Folding@home
distributed computing network, comprising
in total over 840 TB-hr of memory testing.

Our results show similar soft error rates between GeForce and Tesla
boards in the experimental data set.

>97% of data were collected with 64 MiB
tested per iteration per card and with a logictest period of 512.

To remove architectural factors (above) from consideration, we looked only at boards
based on the GT200 GPU. Using Folding@home we were able to sample data from
77 GT200-based Tesla boards and nearly 20,000 GT200-based GeForce boards.

Illustrated at right: coverage of tested areas
in North America and Europe (by # of clients)

Although the control data set never found any errors in the in-house Tesla cards,
the experimental data (at left) show that among Teslas on Folding@home,
GeForce and Tesla cards generate soft memory errors at similar rates.

Survey Statistics

GeForce GT200-400

Card Family
Consumer graphics cards
GeForce GTX
GeForce 8800
GeForce 9800/GTS
GeForce 9600
Other Desktop GeForce
Mobile GeForce
Professional graphics cards
Quadro FX
Quadroplex 2200
Dedicated GPGPU cards
Tesla T10
Tesla C1060

# cards ≥ 300,000 iter.
17648 total
5520
5478
4923
1516
181
30
89 total
83
6
37 total
27
10

We achieve very good sampling of boards across the NVIDIA
consumer-GPU line, and sample similar numbers of overclocked
and “stock” cards.

Above: cumulative distribution functions of
failure probabilities for GT200-based boards,
broken down by GeForce or Tesla naming.

CONCLUSIONS

• A negative control to validate our tester, using
high-end hardware and environmental control,
showed no errors.

• Error rate is architecture-dependent; the newer
GT200 has a 10x lower probability of soft error
per test than the older G80.

• Overall, the majority of F@h GPUs, in their
• Developers should proactively verify hardware
tested environments, showed a pattern-sensitive correctness. MemtestG80 is available for this
susceptibility to memory soft errors.
purpose at https://simtk.org/home/memtest

